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IV.?On the Geology of Brazil. By Ch. Fred. Hartt, a. m , 
Professor of Geology and Natural History in Vassar Col? 

lege, now Professor of Geology in Cornell University. 

Read June 12, 1868. 

In the year 1865 I had the honor of accompanying 
Profes? 

sor Agassiz to Brazil, as one of the geologiste ol the Thayer 
Expedition, and during our fourteen months' stay in the coun? 

try I was engaged in making a careful examination of the 

geology of the vicinity of Rio de Janeiro, and of the coast 
northward as far as Bahia, while at the same time, with the 
assistance of my companion, Mr. Copeland, I made extensive 

collections, illustrative, more particularly, of the land and 
fresh-water faunae of the district explored. The greater part 
of my journey was performed quite leisurely on horseback or 

by canoe. I ascended aU the principal rivers south of the 
Rio Pardo, as far as the foot of the CordUheira, so that I had 
the opportunity of making lengthy geological sections. By 
way of the Mucury, I entered the Province of Minas Geraes, 
visited the gold region of Minas Novas, and then descended 
to the sea by the Rio Jequitinhonha, thereby gaining the 

key to the geology of the valley of that river. While travel- 

ling along the sea-shore I studied with care the solidified 
beaches, or recifes, and examined the coral reefs of Porto 

Seguro and Sta. Cruz. Recalled by Professor Agassiz at the 
termination of the labors of the Expedition, I visited Hh6os 
and Camamu, on my way to Bahia, and, during a few days' 
stay at the latter city, made some interesting observations 
on the cretaceous deposits along the Bahia and Sab Fran- 
cisco Railroad. Itwul be seen that, traveUing in this way, I 
had an excellent opportunity of studying the geology of the 

country. I was not satisfied with the few observations which 
I had been able to make on the coral reefs, and, suspecting 
that they had a very large extension along the coast of the 
southern part of the Province of Bahia, I returned to Brazil 
the 

year 
after the return of the Expedition, visited the reefs 

of tne Abrolhos and vicinity, and examined them at several 

points to the northward of Bahia. I was exceedingly for- 
tunate in finding the means of traveUing rapidly from point 
to point by steam, thanks to the kindness of Doctor Antonio 
de Lacerda, Mr. WUson, and Mr. Mowry, of Bahia, and dur? 

ing my short stay I was enabled to study the geology of Ba? 
hia and vicinity ; to visit several localities in the Provinces 
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of Sergipe and Alagoas, and ascend the Bio Sab Francisco, to 
within a few miles of the falls of Paulo Affonso. After these 
two journeys I had seen almost every foot of the coast be? 
tween Bio and Pernambuco, so that it will be seen that the 

interpretation which I shall give of the geological structure 
of the coast, is not the result of a cursory examination of a 
few isolated points, but is deduced from and verified by the 

comparison of a large number of sections, worked out with 
more or less detail. 

The Province of Bio de Janeiro, excepting a small tract 

along the shore north of Cape Frio, is mountainous and 

high. The rock is gneiss, similar in character to the eozoic 

gneisses of the eastern border of North America, and corre? 

sponding with them in the trend of its foldings, while it is 
overlaid by lower paleeozoic rocks in such a way as to war- 
rant one in referring them to the eozoic. These rocks are so 
folded and denuded as to form a series of mountain ranges, 
with a general north-easterly trend, occupying nearly the 
whole province ; but breaking down abruptly near the coast 
north of Cape Frio, on the edge of the coast plains. From 

Cape Frio to the Province of Sab Paulo, and along that prov? 
ince, the coast lands are bold and hilly. Owing to the 
direction of the mountain ranges and the barrier formed 

along the southern coast by the Serra do Mar, the drainage is 
toward the east, and the principal river of the province, the Bio 

Parahyba do Sul, though rising near the sea, nows through the 
whole province parallel with the coast, and escapes into the 
ocean north of Cape Frio. On most maps of Brazil a serra 
or cordilheira is shown as running parallel to the sea-coast 
from Bio northward. There is in reality no such continuous 
cordilheira. The high lands seen in sailing along the coast 
are not a continuous mountain range, but the edge of a gneiss 
plateau, whose mountains form a system of short ridges, 
which, with a general uniform north-easterly trend, break 
down abruptly on reaching the edge of the plateau. The 

highest mountains of the Province of Bio de Janeiro are the 

Organs, which, according to Gardiner, are only about 8,000 
feet in altitude ; those along the coast to the northward are 
much less, though in the interior there are hills of considerable 

elevation, the Serra da Mantiqueira being, according to Ger- 

ber, 1288 metres in height.* The gneiss districts south of 
Bahia are, as a general thing, covered with a deep rich soil, 

The psak of Itacolumi is, according to Gerber, 1,750 metres in elevation. 
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and are clothed by a most luxuriant forest growth, which 
descends to and spreads over the fertile coast plains. This 
forest belt varies in width, depending on the character of the 

climate, the distribution of rain through the year, etc. It 
covers the whole of the Province of Rio, and extends broad- 

ly northward through the Province of Espirito Santo, where, 
on the Rio Doce, it is as luxuriant as on the Amazonas. In 
the eastern part of the Province of Minas Geraes, in the 

Mucury region, it is some 200 miles in width, but northward, 
as the climate changes, and there is Uttle rain, or the rains 
fall only during certain seasons of the year, the forest belt 
becomes very narrow, and only fringes the coast. 

The deep, red, clayey drift-soUs of the gneiss lands are the 
best for coffee; and along the coast north of Rio the coffee 

plantations are principaUy 
confined to them. Owing to the 

want of roads, the poor navigability of the rivers, and a lack 
of energy in the people, the whole of this forest country is in 
a very backward state, and the greater part is a vrilderness. 
Of the breadth of the coast gneiss belt to the southward I can 

give no estimate, owing to its never having been sufficiently 
explored; but in the Province of Minas Geraes, between Sta. 
Clara and Minas Novas, it is about seventy-five miles wide, 
more or less. From my own observations, as weU as those of 

others, its inner boundary appears to run off southwestward 
to the vicinity of Diamantina. From that city there trends off 

northward, somewhat eastward, a belt of mountainous coun? 

try, composed of altered palseozoic rocks, forming 
a series of 

serras, which go by many different names, but which, in the 

aggregate, are often known on maps as the Serra da Itacam- 

bira, and belong to the system of the Serra do Espinhago. 
It is to this serra, and the streams flowing from it, that the 

principal diamond mines of Eastern Minas Geraes are con? 
fined. 

Two considerable rivers, the Jequitinhonha and the Aras- 

suahy, take their rise near Diamantina, and, flowing almost 

parallel northwards between this serra and the gneiss belt, 
unite their waters at about latitude 17?, and, thereafter 
known as the Jequitinhonha, flow on with a general north? 
east course to the sea. The Jequitinhonha, from its head 
waters almost to its confluence with the Arassuahy, is noted 
for its wealth in diamonds, and during certain seasons of the 

year thousands of persons are engaged in washing for them 
in the gravel and sand of the river bed. The Arassuahy is 
rich in gold from its head waters to the Arraial da Chapada, 
at least. 
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The basin between the two belts of high mountain lands 

diverging near Diamantina is mainly occupied by thick, 
horizontal beds of clays and clayey sandstones, Tertiary, 
which are in some places 2,000 feet in thickness, and the 

country is consequently flat, forming a series of immense, 
level, woodless plains. So soft are these deposits, that the 
streams have almost everywhere cut down through them to 
the harder and older rocks below, making deep, narrow valleys 
or canons, with very steep sides. The waters of the Calhao, 
Setubal, etc., flowing close 

together 
into the Arassuahy, have 

united their valleys in their lower courses, making a wide 

valley with a rolling bottom, sunk many hundreds of feet 
below the general level of the surrounding plains, and re- 

sembling a dried-up 
lake. 

On leaving the plains and descending into the valley of the 

Arassuahy, near Calhdo, I was exceedingly struck by the 

great resemblance borne by the rocks of the bottom of the 

valley to the auriferous slates of Nova Scotia; and 
although 

gold had never been found in them, I felt sure that the gold 
of Minas Novas must be derived from the same series; and, 
to settle the question, I made a journey thither. Every? 
where between Calhao and Minas Novas, where the Tertiary 
rocks had been swept off, I found clay slates and quartzites, 
traversed by numerous quartz veins, the rock being to my eye. 
scarcely distinguishable in general character from the aurifer? 
ous clay slates and associated quartzites of many parts of 
the gold region of Nova Scotia. These rocks are highly in- 
clined ; their general strike is 

north-easterly, 
and the country 

they compose is moderately uneven, with low, rounded hills, 
covered by a sheet of rounded, often angular, milky quartz 
pebbles, over which is usually spread a more or less thick, 
concentric layer of red drift paste; but in many places this 
has been waslied away, leaving the surface very stony and 

gravelly, and consequently barren. At Sueuriu, a little vil- 

lage situated on a stream of the same name, gold has been 
found in the casoalho, or gravel, not only of the streams, but 
of the drift of the hills. That of the streams has been washed 
to some little extent; but, owing to the want of water on the 

high grounds, the latter had scarcely been touched. After 

rains, nuggets are occasionally picked up over this tract, and 
these may be frequently seen in the hands of the inhabitants. 
Children wash the earth on the hillsides, and even in the 

gullies cut by the rains in the streets, and collect flakes of 

gold. 
Batween Siicuriu and Minas Novas there are strips of 
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Tertiary beds, forming narrow, elevated plains or cJiapadas ; 
but the city of Minas Novas is situatedin a sort of amphi- 
theatre, made by the sweeping away, from over a large tract, 
of these newer deposits. This denuded region is very hilly, 
and, like Sucuriii, composed of slates and quartzites, with 

many veins of mUky quartz, and the same overlying sheet of 
drift. 

In 1727, one Sebastiab Leme do Prado, with a considerable 
band of followers, came northward from the province of Sab 

Paulo, and explored the gold mines of Minas Geraes. They 

prospected in a Uttle river, one of the eastern confluents of 
the Arassuahy, and finding little gold, caUed it the Fanado ; 
but in one of its Uttle branches they were more successful, 
and this they named the Bom Successo, which name it still 
bears. In the angle formed by the junction of these two 
rivers they founded the city of Minas Novas, and for many 
years mining was carried on in the vicinity, the gold being 
washed from the sand and gravel of the river, and from the 
drift, by stripping off the clay and washing 

the layer of 

pebbles and boulders that lay beneath the clay and lmme- 

diately over the surface of the slates. In this work they 
met with great difficulty, owing to the want of water on the 

tops of the hiUs with which to wash the gravel. Trenches 
were dug around the hUlsides to coUect rain water, and tanks 
were built; but such a supply was very insufficient, and the 
work could, of course, be camed on only during the wet sea? 
son. Yet large quantities of gold were extracted; and it is 
a matter of history that, during a few years, there were sent 
to Bahia many tons of the precious metal. 

In the year 1746, on the discovery of diamonds at Dia? 

mantina, the mining of gold was prohibited, which put an 
end to the working of the gold mines of Minas Novas. In 
1805 this prohibition was removed, but the blow was fatal. 
The diamond and gold washings of the Rios Arassuahy 
and Jequitinhonha have of late attracted aU the attention, 
and the people have given up the more difficult gold- 
mining of the vicinity of Minas Novas for the easier and 
more profitable labor of diamond-washing; so that now 
little or no gold-mining from the drift is carried on. Minas 
Novas is failing to ruins, just as are the other 

surrounding 
towns, once important for their mines. I visited several 
mines in the immediate vicinity of Minas Novas?some, in? 
deed, quite within its borders. I found that over small 
tracts tne miner had removed the drift clay, and had washed 
the drift gravel by rain water, the white quartz pebbles and 
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boulders being left in the cuttings, which were generally quite 
shallow, sometimes fifteen to twenty feet deep, but usually 
very much less. There are a number of these small work? 

ings here, and the invariable report is that they were for- 

merly very rich, but that they were abandoned because of 
the diflieulty of obtaining water, and I see no reason to dis- 

Sute 
it. I saw in the hands of Senhor Tristab Ottoni, the 

elegado, or principal police official of the city, fine speci? 
mens of gold in scales, which had been washed from the 
sands of the river near by ; and I saw, also, some beautiful 

nuggets, weighing several ounces each, in the hands of per? 
sons who had obtained them from the drift of the vicinity. 
Some of these nuggets were very much battered, just as one 

might expect to see in drift specimens ; others were crystal- 
line and stringv, having been oroken out of quartz pebbles. 
Nuggets are often picked up on the hillsides in the vicinity, 
principally after rains. Tne idea that these mines were 
abandoned because they were worked out, is most erroneous. 

The slates are everywhere very much decomposed, being 
often turned into a soft, red earth?this, however, remaining 
in situ, and showing stratification; this decomposition ex- 
tends sometimes to a depth of 60 to 100 feet. The action 
of the heavy rains flowing over the surface of the steep 
hillsides has excavated deep gullies, and the hills in some 

parts, 
as at the Arraial da Chapada, appear as if scored 

by a giant plough. These natural cuttings afford excellent 
sections. 

There are several of these gullies in the neighborhood of 
Minas Novas. In exploring them, I found the footsteps of 

persons who regularly, after every rain, examine them for 

gold recently washed out. In the town, as well as elsewhere 
near by, I saw the little dams built across the rain-courses in 
the roads and streets by the children, who collect water in 
them with which to wasn the earth for fine gold, which they 
collect in quills. Occasionally one finds a more extensive 
structure built for the same purpose by some of the elder in? 
habitants. The cascalho, or drift gravel, is made up entirely 
of pebbles of white, milky quartz, sometimes ferruginous? 
the pebbles being, as a general thing, rounded. Among 
them are great masses of quartz, also rounded, weighing 
several tons; and all are thrown together, without the slight- 
est appearance of order, in a tolerably regular sheet spread 
over the surface of the decomposed rock, as above described. 
In some places this sheet is wanting, or very thin. I have 
seen it?as, for instance, at an opening in the upper part of 
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the town of Minas Novas?five to six or more feet in thick- 
ness. Its materials are often so cemented together by oxide 
of iron as to require to be broken up before washing. 

I found many veins of quartz running through the decom- 

posed rock exposed in the guUies ; but in the very short ex- 
amination I could make of them, I could detect no gold. In 
one of these excavations there are several beautiful corru- 

gated quartz veins, which, cut across transversely, seom like 

single rows of logs pUed one on the other in a steep fissure 
in the rock, their ends projecting?a feature which recaUed 
once more the gold region of Nova Scotia. 

From Minas Novas I went to the Arraial da Chapada, 
another old mining town, to-day faUen to 

decay 
and of no 

importance. It Ues a few leagues northward of Minas Novas. 
The country between these two towns is hiUy, composed of 

slate, and auriferous. The drift paste is often very thin, and 

great tracts of country are as hoary with quartz boulders and 

pebbles as are any of our drift regions in the north. Occa- 
sional old diggings were passed, but aU were in situations 
where water was only to be coUected from rain. 

Some distance before reaching the viUage of Chapada I 
saw a rega, or old ditch, which winds in and out along the 
sides of the hills, and which was used to carry water to the 

washings of that locaUty. In the vicinity of the arraial were 
the richest as weU as most extensively worked of the mines of 
the region, and the tops of whole hiUs have been worked over, 
leaving them covered with the heaps of washed boulders and 

pebbles. The method of mining was the same here as at 
Minas Novas. Masses of many pounds weight have been 

frecpiently taken out of these washings, and one nugget 
weighed 28 lbs. I heard this not only on the spot, but from 
the Hps of Senator Ottoni, at Rio, and I have seen it also 
chronicled in Brazilian historical records. 

The same influences that put an end to gold-mining at 
Minas Novas operated also here, and the washings are now 

entirely abandoned, and almost forgotten, in the excitement 
of the diamond washings of the Jequitinhonha, near by, 
where the difficulties to be overcome are not so great, and 
the prizes are of greater value. I saw here a few smaU 

washings recently made in the outskirts of the town, and 
was told that they paid weU. I saw in the hands of parties 
at the Chapada, many beautiful nuggets accidentally picked 
up in the vicinity, some of these weighing several oiinces. I 
here heard for the first time the terms vein and gravel gold, 
and was told that there were here veins of quartz from wnich 
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there had been taken lumps of gold, but that they had never 
been worked because no one knew how. Everyone told 
me of a vein of that kind which runs across the public 
square, and of a man who, discovering it in his cellar, dug 
so far in its pursuit as to undermine liis neighbor's house, 
when he was found out. Here also may be seen the mud 
dams of the children who wash the earth of the streets, and 
collect quills full of gold. After rains parties search for gold 
in the gullies and water-courses. 

That gold still exists abundantly over a large tract of 

country between Sucuriii, Minas Novas, and Chapada, there 
can be no doubt. In some place3 it has been worked under 

great disadvantages, and has paid well. Generally the old 

washings were on the sides 01 hills or on their tops, away 
from the water, and, though rivers or large brooks flowed 

just beneath, the idea of sending the gravel down to be 
washed at the water's edge, seems (so I was informed) 
never to have entered the minds of the Brazilian miners. 
The difficulty of obtaining water could, so far as the most 
of the washings are concerned, be easily overcome by 

the 
American engineer. The streams are rocky and rapid, and 

hydraulic power could, over large tracts, be commanded to 
almost any extent. I have no doubt that in very many 

?laces 
the drift could be washed by hose-pipes, after the 

lalifornian fashion. 
It will be remembered that Minas Novas and the other 

auriferous localities are in places where the Tertiary clays 
have been 

stripped 
off from the auriferous slates. It would 

be a strange thing if the slates should prove auriferous only 
in these regions. Now that we know that gold may occur in 
rocks of any age, why may we not find it in the bottom beds 
of the Tertiary clays, or why may not auriferous beds be 
found under them? As to the age of the auriferous slates 
of Minas Novas, I feel convinced that they will be found io 

correspond to the lower silurian gold-bearing rocks of the 
eastern border region of North America. 

I have seen no rocks in Brazil referable to the Devonian, 
unless it be that certain metamorphosed shales and a slate 

conglomerate, largely developed on the Bio Pardo, and con? 

taining stems of equisetaceous plants, may belong to thct 

age ; but they may be carboniferous. 
The carboniferous rocks of Brasil are, on the coast, con- 

fined to the southern provinces of Sta. Catharina and Bio 
Grande do Sul, where a large area is occupied by them, 
and thick beds of bituminous coal of fine quality occur. 
These carboniferous beds have been studied by an English 
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geologist, Mr. Nathaniel Plant, who is laboring to develop 
their riches, and bring the coal into the Brazilian market, 
which is at present suppUed from foreign sources. Mr. Plant 
had in his possession at Rio, a considerable collection of fos- 
sU plants from these rocks, and I had an opportunity of ex- 

amining them. They were aU of common carboniferous 

genera, and remarkably like the coal plants of our northern 
coal measures. Professor Agassiz also examined them, and 
felt no doubt that 

they indicated a true carboniferous flora. 
Carboniferous rocks have been reported from the western 

part of the Province of Matto Grosso, on the Guapor6. It 
would seem that either the coast north of the Province of Rio 
stood at a higher level during the carboniferous than it did 
in the south at that time, or that the upheaval which has 

brought up the carboniferous of the south did not extend to 
the coast to the north; for north of the province of Rio de 
Janeiro we have no evidence of the existence of carbonifer? 
ous beds. 

I have seen no triassic rocks on the BraziUan coast south 
of Bahia, but at Estancia, in the Province of Sergipe, I found 
heavy beds of red sandstone, precisely Uke the new-red-sand- 
stones of the Connecticut valley, ancl of New Jersey. Thev 
underlie the cretaceous strata of the vicinity, and I have re- 
ferred them to the triassic. These rocks have been slightly 
disturbed by an upheaval which took place probably at the 
close of the cretaceous. I have seen no sign of jurassic 
rocks on the Brazilian coast, but cretaceous deposits occur 
in various locaUties. At Bahia there is a series of sand- 
stones, shales, and conglomerates, which have evidently been 
thrown down, in part at least, in a fresh-water basin, and con- 
tain very abundant remains of teleostian fishes, crocodUians, 
and dinosaurians, together with fresh-water shells and entc- 
mostracans. 

At Maroi'm, in the Province of 
Sergipe, the cretaceous rocks 

consist of compact limestones, with ammonites of several 
species, gasteropods, echinoids, etc, together with shaly and 
rfotfgy earthy limestones, with inocerami, fish remains, etc., 
and holding nodules of flint. On the Rio Sab Francisco, be? 
low Propria, the cretaceous rocks are sandstones, grits, and 
shales, with little limestone. In the Province of Piauhy there 
are limestones, which afford the strange maUed fish, called by 
Professor Agassiz aspidorhynchus. Wberever I have seen 
the strata of the cretaceous on the BraziUan coast, they have 
invariably been upheaved and disturbed, which is a fact of 
interest, since the cretaceous rocks of the eastern border of 
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North America are quite undisturbed. Another interesting 
fact connected with the cretaceous is that, during that period 
there were volcanic disturbances along the eastern bor- 
der of the continent, attended with the ejection of molten 
matter from beneath. 

The great river valleys of the coast, as those of the Sab 

Francisco, Jequitinhonha, and that of Campinas in the Prov? 
ince of Sab Paulo, are largely filled up by very thick deposits 
of more or less sandy clays and soft sandstones, even one 
or two thousand feet in thickness, which are entirely undis? 

turbed, and form immense plains, sometimes destitute of for- 
est growth, as in the Province of Minas Geraes?sometimes 

richly wooded, as in the Province of Sab Paulo, according 
to the climate. These deposits are usually cut through, as 
above described in 

speakmg of the valley of the Jequitin? 
honha or Arassuahy, by deep, narrow, steep-sided valleys or 

cafions, which are rarely ever precipitous. The whole seems 
to have been a deposit rapidly thrown down in a muddy sea, 
in which the conditions for animal life were unfavorable, for 
nowhere have I been able to find in these beds any fossil re? 
mains. The plains formed by this formation are sometimes 
elevated as much as 3,000 feet above the sea, as is the case 
in the interior of the Province of Bahia. In descending the 

Jequitinhonha, or Sab Francisco, one leaves these beds and 

plains, which end abruptly, crosses the gneiss belt of the 

coast, and finds a similar series of beds, consisting of varie- 

gated felspathic clays and coarse dark red and gritty sand? 

stone, the latter 
lying beneath the clays, and only slightly 

elevated above the level of the sea. These coast beds I 
have first seen on the border of the Bay of Bio, but north 
of Cape Frio they begin again, and stretch northward with 
a varying width, between the Cordilheira or gneiss belt, and 
the sea, to Cape St. Boque, whence they extend along the 
coast to the Amazonas, tying-in with the clays and sand? 
stones of Para. They form a series of sertdes or plains, cut 
across by narrow valleys. These plains are not perfectly 
level, but there is a gentle ascent from the coast?where the 
thickness above the sea level of the beds may be from 40 to 
200 feet?to the base of the Cordilheira, where it may be 500 
feet or more. The coast beds nowhere tie-in with those of 
the higher grounds, and 

they 
are evidently newer in age. I 

have referred them both to the Tertiary,* because they overlie 

* Since the above paper was prepared Prof. Agassiz, in conversation with 
the writer, expressed the opinion that these coast clays were drift. 
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unconformably the cretaceous beds, and because they are 

glaciated, and overlaid by the sheet of drift clay and gravel. 
The whole country, from a height of a few feet above the 

present sea level to the greatest height I have examined, 
some 4,000 feet, is everywhere covered by loose materials, 
which, in different parts of the country, have different char- 
acters. At Rio, and along the coast range, the surface of 
the rock is moutonnee, and presents exactly the general 
moulding of a glaciated surface. It is true that the extra- 

ordinary decomposition which has prevailed over a large 
part of JBrazU has had a large part to play in the shaping of 
the surface of the country; out a sharp eye can detect a dif? 
ferent set of curves in the drift-covered surface from those 
which have resulted from the action of decomposition alone. 
The material which lies on the surface varies from a soft, 
red, sandy clay, more or less intermingled with pebbles and 
boulders, which are rounded or angular, to a sheet of bould? 
ers often of large size, with Uttle admixture of clay; the 
amount of clay appearing 

to 
depend 

on the amount of de? 

composition which had obtained over the country at a time 
anterior to the drift. Thus, in the gneiss region along the 
coast, where the rains faU heavily, and the 

decomposition 
had softened the rock to a greater or less depth, this soft 
material was ground up and worked over. In this region we 
should expect to find few boulders except those of quartz. 
At Rio, Bahia, and everywhere else where it occurs, the clay 
is wholly without structure, showing not the slightest strati- 
fication, and offering no evidence of origin by water action. 
It is precisely such a material as would be formed by the 
mechanical grinding up of decomposed gneiss. I have ex? 
amined in detaU these surface deposits for many hundreds of 
miles along the coast, and feel perfectly satisfied that they 
are true drift.* In the clays, even in those regions where the 

decomposition of the rock most obtains, boulders of gneiss, 
trap, and other rocks are found, some of which do not belong 
to the immediate vicinity, and drift from the Cordilheira is 
found lying on the Tertiary plains of the coast. This clay 
sheet hes on all the slopes on which such materials can rest, 
and descends to within a few feet of the sea. It varies much 
in thickness, in some places being a hundred feet or more 
thick. Moraines oecur in some locaUties within the region 

? In a volume in course of preparation, "On llie Geology and Physical 
Geography of the Coast Provinces of Brazil," I shnll discuss in detail the 
whole gubject of the Brazilian drift. 
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of decomposition, and fine examples are to be seen in the 

valley of Tijuca, at Bio, first examined by Prof. Agassiz, and 
afterward by myself. In this locality we find immense 
boulders of gneiss and greenstone thrown into a confused 
mass in the lower part of the valley, and presenting so 

clearlythe appearance of drift that no one could possibly 
deny the agency of glaciers in their transport. fiut one 
must be exceedingly careful in his geological investigations 
in Brazil not to make blunders, for every loose block of stone 
that he sees lying on the surface is not necessarily a drift 

boulder; for, by the very decomposition which projecting 
rock masses undergo, there is a tendency for them to break 

up into rounded masses, which resemble boulders. Fine ex? 

amples of these masses are to be seen on the shores of the 

Bay of Bio, in the little islands in the middle of the bay, and 
on the shores of the Bay of Victoria, in the Province of 

Espirito Santo, where the gneiss is very homogeneous and 

compact in its structure, and decomposes in concentric layers, 
that break up into boulder-like masses, which are well calcu- 
lated to deceive a hasty and inexperienced observer. Trap 
dykes also sometimes furnish boulders of decomposition. 

Through the interior of the Province of Bahia and Sergipe 
there extends, parallel to the coast, a zone of dry country, 
with scanty vegetation, where the drift phenomena are finely 
exhibited. The country forms, over large areas, an elevated, 
almost absolute, plain. The rocks of which it is composed 
are gneiss, the strata of which stand at a very high angle ; 
but tney are all reduced to 

very nearly the same level, and 
the general surface is marked oy very shallow depressions, 
without outlets, which form ponds in the rainy season and are 

dry the remainder of the year; while the whole surface is 
strewn with blocks of gneiss and other rocks, some rounded, 
others angular, which 

present every appearance of true drift. 
The decomposition of those parts of this plain which I 
have examined was very slight, but I could find no glacial 
scratches.* If there is any part of Brazil where glacial 
scratches are 

likely to be found, it is here. I crossed this 

country on the dividing line between the Provinces of Sergipe 
and Alagoas, on the Bio Sab Francisco, and my observations 
have been confirmed by the 

reports of the Bev. Mr. Nicolai and 
of Mr. Alien, the latter of Prof. Agassiz's party, both of whom 
made journeys across the middle of the Province of Bahia. 

* In no locality that I examined was the rock surface sufficiently well pre- 
served to have shown glacial striae. 
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Mr. Allen reports a fact of much significance. He de- 
scribes large pot-holes in the gneiss of the plains, far away 
from any obstacles over which water could faU; and there is 
no other possible way by which they could have been formed 

except by a glacial waterfall, which we know makes pot-holes 
in the rocks, glacial pot-holes of this description occurring on 
the tops of ridges in our own country. 

Prof. Agassiz believes that the whole continent has been 

subjected to glacial action, and that the vaUey of the Ama- 
zonas was once occupied by an immense glacier. In his 
" 

Journey in BrazU," he speaks of the existence of moraines 
under the very equator. 

In the shaUow lagdas of Sergipe and Alagoas, and in the 
caverns of Minas Geraes, the remains of the mastodon, me- 

gatherium, glyptodon, etc, occur, the last two animals being 
interesting, because they show that South America, the land 
of edentates, was inhabited during the post-tertiary by giant 
representatives of that order. 

Since the drift there has been a rise of the land along the 
BraziUan coast, amounting to a few feet. We find the drift 

everywhere, in localities unexposed to the sea, reaching down 
to the ancient sea-level; but m one locaUty, at Bahia, on the 

sea-shore, sands have been blown up over the drift sheet and 
have been in part soUdified so as to protect it. A part of these 
sands have been removed by the sea in such a way as to 
show the drift extending to low-water mark, which would show 
that the coast stood at a higher elevation during the glacial 
period than at present; that it sank to the old water-level, 
and since then has risen to its present elevation. The stra- 
tified sands, containing recent sheUs, found raised above the 

present sea-level, would be a sufficient testimony of a recent 

uprise of the coast, but I have found additional evidence con- 

firming this in the holes excavated by the sea-urchins in the 
rock on the sea-shore, now above the sea-level, as well as 
that offered by lines worn by waves at the bases of cUffs at 
Victoria. 

The soUdified beaches, or stone reefs, as for instance those 
of Pernambuco, Porto Seguro, and Sta. Cruz, and the coral 
reefs, are of recent formation. The Pernambucan reef is a 
long, narrow wall of sandstone, running Uke a break-water 

Earallel 
with the shore, and a few hundred yards from it. It 

as been variously described as a coral reef, an upheaved 
ridge of cretaceous strata, etc. It is nothing more than a 
beach, which has been soUdified in the lower part by the 
cementing of its sands by the lime of shells, corals, etc, em- 
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bedded in them. This beach has had its upper part swept 
away, and has been isolated from the shore by the wasn- 

ing away of the sands of the low grounds behind it. 
The rock of the reef is extremely hard; it still shows its 
beach structure, and is full of recent shells, such as are com- 
mon on the neighboring beaches. The whole process of the 

frowth 
of these reefs may be 

easily 
studied along the coast, 

etween the Bios Sab Matheos and Doce. The stone reefs 

may be double or triple, as is the case at Porto Seguro and 
Sta. Cruz. 

The coral reefs on the coast of Brazil begin in the Abrolhos 

region, in about latitude 18? S., where 
they are very largely 

developed, and, forming isolated patches, they extend north? 
ward beyond Cape Sab Boque. They present some remark? 
able pomts of structure. Over large areas the corals form 
tower-like masses called chapdroes, which sometimes are only 
a few feet in diameter, and are from 40 to 50 feet or more in 

height. These chapeiroes usually grow close together, and 
ofttimes coalesce together to form reefs of several square 
miles in area. The species of corals which form the reefs are 
most of them distinct from those of the West Indies, and 
form a polyp fauna peculiar to the Brazilian coast. The gen- 
era which contribute most to the reefs are acanthastrcea, favia, 
heliastrcea, siderastrcea, millepora, etc. The species of corals 
from these reefs, many 

of which are new, were described by 
Professor Verrill, of xale, in the " Transactions of the Con- 
necticut Academy of Arts and Sciences," (Vol. L, Feb., 1868, 

p. 351), and I have described the reefe in two little papers 
in the " American Naturalist," Vol. II. 

The grand points in the geology of the coast of Brazil, 
which appear to us to be thus far established, are the fol? 

lowing : ^o ' 

I.?It was by the rise of the eozoic lands of the Brazilian 

plateau that the first dry land was formed. 

II.?The disturbance and metamorphosis of the auriferous 

(lower silurian) rocks was anterior to the carboniferous. 

m.?During the carboniferous the coast stood higher than 
at present in the north, while a submergence took place in the 
south in the Province of Sta. Catharina, to allow of the ac- 
cumulation of carboniferous strata. It is interesting to note 
that the peat swamps of the carboniferous of South America 
were south of the tropics. But peat bogs occur within 
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the tropics at the present day, and even in the vicinity of 
Bahia. 

IV.?During the triassic the land between Sta. Catharina 
and Cape Sab Roque seems to have been more elevated in 
the south than at present, and to have been depressed in the 

north; and during this period, in certain locaUties at least, 
conditions obtained similar to those of triassic times on the 
eastern border region in North America, and beds of red 
sandstone were deposited. 

V.?During the jurassic the coast evidently stood at a 

higher level than at present, at least south of Pernambuco, 
for no traces of jurassic rocks are to be found south of that 

point. This is interesting, because it shows a coincidence in 
the great movements between the coasts of North and South 
America. 

VI.?During the cretaceous there was a sinking of the 
coast to the northward of the Jequitinhonha, a subsidence 
which extended over the whole Amazonian region, but which 
was not sufficient to cause the sea to enter the vaUey of the 
Sab Francisco, above the Falls of Paulo Affonso. Marine 
limestones and other strata formed outside the coast, whUe 
freshwater deposits accumulated in certain closed basins. 
The cretaceous rocks of Bahia and Sergipe probably belong 
to different horizons. The period was characterized by more 
or less volcanic disturbance. 

VII.?The cretaceous rocks were upheaved and much de- 

nuded, and, probably during the later part of the Tertiary, 
along the coast, were sunk very uniformly, the whole plateau 

probably participating in the submergence; and in the north of 
Minas Geraes and in Sab Paulo, the sea rose to a height of 
some 3,000 or more feet above its present level. The loose 

material, long accumulated by the subaerial decomposition 
of 

the gneiss and other rocks, was worked over and laid down 
in the strata now occupying the upper parts of the great 
river valleys. After this the whole country rose very uni? 
formly over the whole coast, until, through the Provinces of 
Rio, Espirito Santo, and Bahia, the sea bathed the slope of 
the cordilheira, a few hundred feet only above its present 
level, when beds of coarse red sandstone were thrown down 
over the submerged border of the continent, and over these 
were deposited thick beds of variegated felspathic clays, 
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similar to those of the higher river valleys of the interior; 
and these later beds extended along the coast northward, to 
and over the Amazonian region. The uniformity in character 
of these beds, over so immense an area, is something very 
remarkable. South of Bio I have not examined them; but 

they occur south of Brazil, on the plains of the Argentine 
Bepublic. 

VIII.?At the time when the drift sheet was deposited, the 
land certainly stood at a much greater elevation than at 

Eresent; 
for, in the vicinity of the Cantogallo Bailroad, I 

ave seen the drift extendmg down to sea level; and the 
same is true at Bahia. Drift clays and boulders are found 
over the whole coast so far north as Pernambuco, according 
to my own observations; but Prof. Agassiz describes the 
drift as occupying the whole valley of the Amazonas. 

IX.?After the drift, there occurred a depression of the 
coast to a level, at Victoria, of about eight feet below our 

present sea-level. The land remained at this level for a 
short period, and then began to rise, laying bare and raising 
beaches and shore deposits, and adding to the coast con- 
siderable areas of swampy and low land, especially at the 
mouths of rivers; the beach ridges which form the 

present 
sea line were thrown up, and the stone and coral reefs were 
accumulated. The recent upheaval of the land I believe to 
be stUl in 

progress, my belief being based upon the shading 
off, in point 01 preservation, of the untenanted nests of the 

sea-urchins, in going upward 
from the zone of living sea- 

urchins on the rocky shores. The decomposition of the 

gneiss and other rocks of the coast has taken place since the 
drift. 

V.?Polar Magnetism. Its Astronomical Origin ; its Period 
of Revolution and the Synodical Period of our Earth Iden- 
tical. By John A. Parkeb. 

Delivered March 18,1869. 

In a paper published by me, as read before the Society of 
the American Institute in March last, on the subject of Polar 

Magnetism, I showed, from the records of the variations of 
the compass for nearly three hundred years past, that the 

Magnetic Pole, in its movement westward, had in that period 
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